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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

A company is designing a new bicycle by using a dimension-based Bill of materials (BOM). 

The configuration groups have been defined and created. 

You need to set up a BOM for the new bicycle. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/pim/dimension-based-product-configuration 

 

QUESTION 2

SIMULATION 

You are a functional consultant for a company named Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF). 

You perform a manual inventory count and discover that item number T0003 has an inventory count of 230 units. 

You need to adjust the inventory to reflect the manual count. 

To complete this task, sign in to Dynamics 365 portal. 

Correct Answer: See explanation below. 

There are several ways to update the inventory. You can use one of the inventory adjustment journals or you can use
the quantity adjust functionality to adjust the Quantity of Inventory from the hand inventory form. 

1. 

Navigate to Product Information management > Products > Released Product 

2. 

In the Released Product form, select item number T0003. 
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3. 

On the Manage Inventory action tab, click the Hand inventory button. 

4. 

On Hand inventory you can check available quantity. 

5. 

Click the Quantity adjustment button to adjust the quantity. 

6. 

In the Quantity field, specify the quantity 230. 

7. 

Once the quantity has been specified click on OK button. 

8. 

Now you can check adjusted quantity on Hand Inventory form. 

Reference: https://www.cloudfronts.com/quantity-adjustment-hand-inventory-d365-finance-operations/ 

 

QUESTION 3

SIMULATION 

You are a functional consultant for a company named Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF). 

You plan to trade a product named Professional Speaker Cable in the color gray. 

You need to release all the available variants of Professional Speaker Cable in gray. 

To complete this task, sign in to Dynamics 365 portal. 

Correct Answer: See explanation below. 

 

1. 

Click Product information management > Common > Products > Product masters. 

2. 

Select a product master, and then click Release products in the Product authorization group on the Action Pane. 

3. 

Select all product variants in the Product variants group for the color gray. 

4. 
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Leave the defaults on the Select companies link. 

5. 

Click OK to open the Product release session batch dialog box. 

6. 

Select the Show Infolog upon failure check box to be notified if the release is not completed. 

7. 

If the product master of the variants has not already been released to the company, select the Include product master
check box. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/key-tasks-release-products 

 

QUESTION 4

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company is implementing inventory management in Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

The company needs to block inventory and ensure that physical inventory will not be reserved by other outbound
transactions. 

You need to select the appropriate option to block the inventory in the system. 

Solution: Configure a blocking cause in the inventory setup configuration. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is implementing sales order functionality in Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

The company has a business requirement to fulfill sales orders by using direct delivery. 

You need to enter a direct delivery sales order so that a purchase order is automatically created. 

What should you do after you enter the sales order and lines? d lines? 

A. Change the order type to journal and manually enter a PO for the sales order line items on the sales order header. 
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B. Select automatic and confirm the sales order on the line level setup tab in the reservation field. 

C. Change the site to direct delivery and confirm the sales order. 

D. Change the delivery type on the sales order line to direct delivery and select save. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/sales-marketing/tasks/ship-orders-direct-
deliveries 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

A company plans to stock new items and value those items by using FIFO principle. The company has multiple sites set
up. There are multiple warehouses for each site. 

You must be able to view the value and quantity of these items at each warehouse. 

You need to apply FIFO costing per warehouse. 

How should you complete the costing setup? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

A company is implementing Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company uses subcontracted services on
its bills of material (BOMs). 

You must set up and release a subcontractor item so that it can be included on the BOM and subcontractor charges are
included in the BOM calculation. Because the subcontractor is a step included in a BOM but not a tangible item,
inventory 

for the item must not be tracked in the warehouse. 

You need to set up the subcontractor item and release the item to the company. 

What should you configure? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: BOM line 

You must set up and release a subcontractor item so that it can be included on the BOM and subcontractor charges are
included in the BOM calculation. 

To be considered in planning and cost calculation, the service must be added to the BOM. The BOM line must be of the
Vendor type, and it must be allocated to the route operation that the service is allocated to. This route operation must 

have a costing resource and resource requirement that point to a resource of the Vendor type that connects the
operation and the related service to the corresponding vendor account. 

Box 2: Clear stocked product 

Because the subcontractor is a step included in a BOM but not a tangible item, inventory for the item must not be
tracked in the warehouse. 

Subcontracting of route operations 

To use subcontracting of route operations for production or batch orders, the service product that is used for the
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procurement of the service must be defined as a product of the Service type. Additionally, it must have an item model
group that 

has the Stocked product option under Inventory policy set to Yes. This option defines whether a product is accounted as
inventory on product receipt (Stocked product = Yes), or whether the product is expensed on a profit and loss account 

(Stocked product = No). Although this behavior might seem contradictory, it\\'s based on the fact that only products that
have this policy will create inventory transactions that can be used in cost control to calculate planned cost and
determine 

the actual cost when a production order is ended. 

 

QUESTION 8

A company is implementing sales order functionality in Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations. 

The company has a business requirement to fulfill sales orders by using direct delivery. 

You need to enter a direct delivery sales order so that a purchase order is automatically created. 

What should you do after you enter the sales order and lines? 

A. Set the ship complete toggle to On and confirm the order on the sales order header. 

B. Select automatic and confirm the sales order on the line level setup tab in the reservation field. 

C. Change the customer\\'s address to the vendor\\'s direct delivery address and confirm the sales order. 

D. Select the direct delivery option under the sales order action pane and complete the form. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to define the number of quarantine zones. How many should you define? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 6 

E. 8 

Correct Answer: C 

Scenario: 

*
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 Damaged products must be placed in one of four bins (based on product type) during the inspection process. 

*

 You must define quarantine zones to optimize product visibility throughout the testing process. 

Four bins for the damaged product types, so we need four quarantine zones. 

Note: You use the Quarantine zones page to define zones that can be assigned to nonconformances. 

Examples of quarantine zones 

Example 1 

You work at an electronics manufacturing company that produces and distributes televisions, speakers, and media
players. In this case, you can configure a quarantine zone to represent each type of product. 

Example 2 

Three bins and two racks are used to store items that are nonconforming. In this case, you can configure five quarantine
zones, one for each bin and each rack. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/inventory/quality- quarantine-zones 

 

QUESTION 10

HOTSPOT 

You are configuring the period templates that are used for inventory inquiries. Today\\'s date is November 3, 2020. 

The period templates configuration is shown in the following graphic. You set the value for the Direction field to
backward. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question based on the information presented
in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are the logistics manager at a distribution company. Your primary carrier service provides rates for transportation
between New York City and Colorado. These rates are a flat rate depending on the city or general area of pickup as
follows: 

1. 

New York City = $500 

2. 

Colorado = $450 

You need to set up Transportation Management to calculate the rate from New York City to Colorado. What should you
do? 
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A. Use a Point-to-Point engine based on weight and miles. Assign rates from New York City as the starting location and
Colorado as the ending location and break the rates out based on the weight of the package. 

B. Set up zones in the Zone Master for New York City and Colorado. Assign rates to each zone in the Zone Master by
starting and ending location. 

C. Create hubs for both locations. Add a route plan from New York City to Colorado and assign the two charges as spot
rates. 

D. Set up a Transit Time Engine to track days from New York City to Colorado. Set up rates in the Rate Master tied to
day breaks. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management to manage item returns. 

You need to ensure that the original quantity and price from a sales order is used for return order. 

Solution: Create a Sales Order that uses the returned order sales type. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/service-management/return-cost-price-and-
return-lot-id 

 

QUESTION 13

You work for a distribution company that makes use of a Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management system. 

You are responsible for planning. When you notice that planned orders for a specific item is increasing, you plan to track
the source of the planned orders and release them according to their demand. 

You want to make sure that a unique planned purchase order is created by the master planning batch job for each new
demand requirement for the item. 

You configure the use of the Min/Max coverage code lot-sizing method. 

Does the action achieve your objective? 

A. Yes, it does 
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B. No, it does not 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 14

You need to configure the limited-edition bicycle to meet the requirement for the official release date. Where should you
configure this? 

A. Released product 

B. Sales price trade agreement 

C. Product lifecycle state 

D. Default order settings 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/pim/product-information 

 

QUESTION 15

A company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

The company does not use variants and sells items only out of a single legal entity. 

You need to configure the system to avoid unnecessary product creation overhead. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a released product master 

B. Create a personal template for unreleased products 

C. Create a released product 

D. Create an unreleased product and release the product 

E. Create a shared template for unreleased products 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/pim/product-information 
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